Blindspot Theatre Company

A Seat with A View
The audience enters the Caryl Churchill Theatre. As they enter Zara is seated on block 1,
centre stage, analytically staring at the audience as they take their seats. On clearance house
lights fade down, the backlight at the back and side lights fade up.
Scene One, Opening
*Music begins to play. The cast slowly emerge from their disguised positions in the space
(Alice, James Casey and Jaimin emerge from the tunnel. James Forth and Shauna emerge
from stage left. Reece and Isobel emerge from stage right. Erica and Laura emerge from the
curtains behind the rake, one from either side. Kiera stands from her position in the front row
of the audience). As an ensemble they slowly walk towards Zara, who continues to casually
survey the audience. Once they reach Zara, Zara stands and the whole cast slowly turn to
look at the audience. The music changes and in unison the ensemble look to set places in the
space in a stylised manner, imitating the movement of CCTV cameras. Once this has been
repeated four times there is a blackout.

Tunnel

Transition
The blocks are moved into a new formation by cast members (this movement can be partially
seen by the audience, due to the natural light which comes through the plastic sheeting at the
back of the tunnel). A small black rectangular box, with a reflective circle is placed on top of
block 3. Alice sits on block 4 and nods at the lighting box to cue the lighting change. The
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back and side lights are faded down and a warm wash is faded up. The rest of the cast are
either sat on blocks 2, 5 and 7 or watch the stage from the tunnel.

Scene Two, Darling you’ve been watching?
James enters downstage stage right, he plays the character of Rob. He walks across stage, on
the phone to his mum.
Rob: Oh mum of course we’re coming to Dad’s birthday next weekend, it will be so nice
catching up with everyone.
Mum: (response cannot be heard fully by audience, only the mumbling of her voice through
the phone) Is ya lady friend coming?
Rob: Yes she is coming actually, oh speak of the devil she’s calling me, I’ll ring you back
later on.
Mum: (again the sound of her voice can be heard by the audience, but not specific words)
Okay then love, bye love, love you lots love.
Rob: Love you lots ta ra. (Hangs up phone to mum, then touches phone to answer the other
call). Hello, hello, oh sorry I haven’t put the chip in, one second, (reaches into jacket pocket,
takes out a small box, he opens it and lifts out a small circular reflective chip, which he sticks
to his left temple) ah can hear you now.
Girlfriend: (She is never heard by the audience, as it is the chip on the side of his head which
allows him to hear her voice, time is left for her responses throughout the scene, but exactly
what she says can only be inferred by the audience based on his responses) Hello.
Rob: Hello darling I won’t be long I’ve just popped to the shops.
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Girlfriend: Okay great see you soon then?
Rob: Yes see you soon. He puts the phone in his pocket and exits downstage left.
Long pause
Rob downstage left, can be heard by the audience but is not yet visible.
Rob: Hello darling, I picked up all the ingredients for my dinner tonight but I couldn’t find
those chives you have been telling me to get so got some other bits and bobs instead.
Girlfriend: You better not have got those cheap things.
Rob: No I didn’t get the cheap crisps.
Girlfriend: Omg not the fancy stuff then?
Rob: Yes, the fancy own brand.
Girlfriend: gluten free as well?
Rob: Yes they are gluten free!
He enters downstage left, attired in office wear, carrying a bag of groceries.
Rob: You should of seen the office today everyone was losing their heads. Guess how many
calls we had with the American branch, go on guess.
Girlfriend: Oh I don’t know...46?
Rob: Fuck me sweetheart that’s bang on! I’m always telling Mike across my desk how you
always guess my figure questions honestly you’ve got magic powers.
He places the food down on block 6, begins to unpack it and prepare some nibbles.
Rob: Forty bloody six called they don’t know when to stop.
Girlfriend: How’s he doing?
Rob: How’s he doing? You know Mike he always bounces back, he said yesterday him and
the misses weren’t seeing eye to eye and things just ran its course but he’ll be ok. (Slight
pause). What have you been getting up to today then? (a longer pause).Nothing? Aw come
on love I thought you said today was perfect weather for bird watching, you could of gone up
the hill and spotted some right beauties, I saw a magpie when I was coming down the road.
Girlfriend: They’re boring.
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Rob: They are not boring, they nick loads of shiny shit. I just thought (pause) we said you
were gonna try get out more (longer pause). Alright alright I’ll get off your back I’m sorry,
just trying to look out for you.
Takes a seat on block 8.
Girlfriend: You go out enough for the both of us!
Rob: I go out enough for the both of us? You said I was alright to go watch the game on
Sunday.
Girlfriend: Then you went to the pub.
Rob: Yeah I went to the pub afterwards so what? I brought you back a pasty from Greggs
didn’t I?
Girlfriend: I prefer sausage rolls.
Rob: I know you prefer a sausage roll but they ran out.
Girlfriend: They did not run out.
Rob: Yes they did run out! Oh come on it was bloody match day, just comprehend how many
big bellied men rolled into Greggs after a full day at the footy to buy a sausage roll.
Girlfriend: 86.
Rob: 86? Oh there you go again with your number guessing, well sorry darling but I wasn’t
sat outside with a clicker counting them all. Well you were getting out today weren’t you.
Girlfriend: You were getting out today.
Rob: What do you mean I was getting out today? I came home as quick as I could I picked up
the ingredients and the tubes were packed it took ages to get onto the line.
Girlfriend: No, you went for drinks with the Mike, Sid and Harry.
Rob: How do you know I went for a pint after work with the boys?
Girlfriend: You smell of alcohol.
Rob: Do I fuck smell of booze I had a half (slight pause), plus Mike wanted to talk more about
his divorce with the lads.
Girlfriend: You had a full pint, not a half.
Rob: Wait hang on, how did you know that then? I’m not the slightest bit drunk. The tubes
were packed so I was better to let it die down a bit anyway and I got all the ingredients. They
ran out of fucking chives I would of got them if they had them!
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Girlfriend: There were a total of four bunches of chives left when you entered the store.
Don’t lie. I’ve been watching.
Rob: You’ve been watching? Obviously not that well you didn’t spot the bloody magpie
flapping up and down the hill, do you need better lenses is that it? Maybe one of the
ones with the wide zoom!
Long pause, the audience can infer based on James reactions that she is now shouting at him.
Rob: Fuck off with that! Alright so I had a full pint not a half
Girlfriend: You took the overground.
Rob: Yeah I did take the overground but what does that matter when…
Girlfriend: and you gave Mike 80 quid.
Rob: Yes I did give mike 80 quid for a hotel room but only because he needs space
from....wait.... wait what the fuck how did you know that, like how did you know all of that
but especially the money… how on earth did you know that...
Girlfriend: I’ve been watching
Rob: You’ve been watching? You are sounding like a fucking stalker darling what do you
mean you’ve been watching.... have you checked my bank transfers or something? No That
makes no scene that was loose cash saved up in the wallet it was a spur of the moment thing!
Oh you are freaking me out what are you playing at? You think this is some kind of joke, the
man is getting divorced you wouldn’t think twice if it was one of your mates... you are gonna
have to give me some answers here.(pause) Oh sod this. (Stands with the intention of
leaving.)
Girlfriend: I wouldn’t leave if I were you.
Rob: Ahhh don’t come out with that, I would’t go if I was you’ bullshit, well guess what
(points towards the chip) I can go and so can you (unplugs the chip, goes to walk away but
sees a notification on his phone, facial expression changes, he looks as though he’s seen a
ghost) how do you... (puts the chip back in) I’ve never told you that before.... you wouldn’t
post that would you.... (long pause, fear washes over him) I’m here, I’m here, I’m sorry I’m
not going anyway, ok I promise I’ll back off and stop helping Mike, yes I’ll come home
straight away tomorrow, yes let’s just forgot about this, (smiles, but can see in his eyes the
fear) Yes darling, I love you too.

Transition
James exits through the tunnel. The girlfriend and groceries are removed and the blocks are
moved into a new formation. Alice takes a seat on block 4 which indicates to the lighting deck
to fade the cold wash down and for the back and side lights to be switched back on.
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Scene Three, Can I interest you in a cookie?
Throughout the scene there are three characters in the tunnel performing the roles of data
miners. During the scene they perform stylised mining movements. There is a fourth miner
character, who moves in a similar style, however ventures back and forth to the tunnel and
moves between the characters standing on the four central blocks. As the scene progresses
their movements get faster and more erratic.
Voice over: (stands behind microphone, is not seen by audience) We use certain information
from your device to personalize your ad experience on this site. Please click Accept All to
continue or Update Preferences to customize.
People 1 to 4: (Are standing on top of blocks 1, 3, 6 and 8. Say in unison) Accept All.
Person 1: Google’s ad preferences believes I’m a guy interested in politics, Asian food,
perfume, celebrity gossip, animated movies and crime. Yahoo has me down as a 35-45 year
old male who uses a Mac computer, likes parenting, rapping and beauty products. Each of
these pieces of information and misinformation about me is sold for about two-fifths of a cent
to advertisers. You know how everything has seemed free for the past few years? It wasn’t.
It’s just that no one told you that instead of using money, you were paying with your personal
information.
Person 2: The early diners are dawdling, so your 7.30pm reservation looks more like 8.
While you wait, the last order of the duck you wanted passes by. According to tech wizards
the right data could have fixed it, if you’d been watching. Information culled and crunched
from a wide array of sources can identify customers who are likely to linger, based on
management data about their dining histories. It can track the restaurant's duck sales by day,
week and season and flag you as a regular who likes duck.
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Person 3: What might companies be identifying? When you combine someone’s personal
information with vast external data sets, you can infer new facts about that person. Such as
the fact they’re pregnant or are showing early signs of Parkinson’s disease or are
unconsciously drawn toward products that are coloured red or purple. The fact is, humans
like to control what other people do and do not know about them- that’s the core of what
privacy is, and data mining threatens to violate that principle.
Person 4: I’m 57, with a 30 year old wife, a fairly new hot water boiler, an old style
television, a petrol car, and no kids. Actually, none of this is true, but this is what you
might believe if you purchased access to my data from the world’s largest information
broker by market value.

Transition
The blocks are moved to their new formation. Eight members of the ensemble take seats on
the blocks on stage, they watch the action which occurs on stage. The remaining two
members of the ensemble stand in the tunnel, they stare at the audience. When Alice takes a
seat on block 4 and nods to the lighting box, the lights change from the side and back lights
to a warm wash centre stage.

Scene Four, Birds aren’t real!
Reece enters from the tunnel. He is playing the character of Peter. Peter appears to be a
slightly “greasy” character. He wears socks and sandals, a worn looking top and baggy
trousers. He carries on stage with him a notebook and pen. He begins to pace around the
space. Whilst walking, the audience can see he has a slight hunch and is sloppy with his
posture. He begins to practice a speech for a seminar that is taking place later in the day,
where he is the lead speaker. His voice is monotone with no real expression. Peter is a “Bird
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Truther” and believes that all birds are surveillance drones, the audience becomes aware of
this as the scene progresses.
Peter: (direct address to the audience as if they are students at his seminar) Are you all
aware that in 1959 the government MERCILESSLY! (Peter first notices the bird, which sits
on the railing of the balcony in the audience, he clears his throat and proceeds). In 1959 the
government slayed... (He becomes increasingly aggravated by the sight of the bird). In 1959
the government ordered the genocide of 12 billion of the worlds birds…
Peter stops what he’s doing and throws the notebook and pen on the floor in a rage, then
looks up above the audience at the prop bird.
Peter: What the fucking fuck are you looking at! Listening to me are we?! HMMM?! I have
one question to whom is graced with my face right now, watching me. You see me, but I can
also see you! (Strongly, points to the bird). You can’t fool me with your fakeness! You’re
probably facial scanning me now aren’t you? Yes that’s right, it is I, Peter. But you already
knew that didn’t you... for I am part of the resistance, revealing your secrets and making them
known. Needn’t I remind you of whom I am.
Peter rips his shirt open and reveals his top underneath that exclaims “BIRD TRUTHER”.
He is clearly proud of this t-shirt and wants the bird to feel intimidated.
Peter: You know I think whoever is listening to me right now needs a reality check and
should maybe, oh I don’t know... get a life! I can’t believe that you’re recording right now,
there’s children about you nonce! (Peter takes a moment, is now in a state of fear as he looks
to the bird with horror and paranoia).You disgust me! You’re gonna send the giant robot
turkey to kill me, aren’t you?! Gonna silence me like you did with President Kennedy are
you! When will the torment end!
There’s a moment of silence between the bird and Peter. It is awkward, yet intense as Peter
stares at the bird with passion in his face and tremors down his body. He looks to his
notebook and pen and picks it up, trying to conceal them as if he’s stolen something. Peter
has a sudden moment of “genius” and continues to yell at the bird with renewed vigour.
Peter: I will speak of this moment on Twitter and I promise you... You will TREND! You
will feel the full wrath of the bird brigade! And I am highly offended right now that you are
invading my personal space. (Peter’s speech is broken up by a slight shortness of breath and
a few coughs). I can’t even breath?! Are you trying to poison me?!
The bird is removed and Reece lets out a triumphant applaud to himself. Doing a little victory
dance, it is clear to the audience that Reece has never danced, he then takes a moment to
make sure no one was looking.
Peter: That's right fly away.... Huh... guess they were scared. (After patting himself on the
back, Reece gets his notebook out and starts ticking things off his list). Now where was, ah
yes, birds aren’t real, check…They are government surveillance in disguise and have been
since 2001… check, like duh, God people are so blind, it's ridiculous! I mean have they ever
stopped and asked themselves why they’ve never seen a baby pigeon?? (Looks to the
audience)No! Because birds aren’t real! Trump is the first human bird hybrid; I mean have
you seen his hair! Check. (Clears throat and looks at the audience and his notebook, clearly
reading something he wrote on there before). And I know what you’re thinking ladies and
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gentlemen... this sounds new, but I promise you... (Tries to think of another word, ponders
for a bit). Ladies and gentlemen, we are the reaction to the action. We’re not conspiracy
theorists like those stupid flat earthers! (To himself as he scribbles away in his notepad). The
earth is flat... HA what a load of rubbish! But birds who are fake and made of metal, they are
security drones' that observe our every move and constantly breach our rights as citizens
meaning nowhere is safe! (Jovial and proud of himself). Yeah that’s all real and you know
what else is real... That is going straight into my speech damn you are TALENTED at writing
this stuff. (Back to the audience as if he has forgotten something, speaking quite fast and
intense). And worst of all! you’re all eating fake chickens' chickens’ aren’t real so you’re all
vegans BOOM! (Peter realises the time, in a rush, folds his shirt up and wraps it around his
arm with his notebook and pen. Starts to talk to himself, in a rush). Speaking of vegans, I’m
late for my seminar! Oh, just you wait for the story I'm about to tell you, my fellow truthers!
As Peter starts to exit through the tunnel, he starts wheezing and coughing, dramatically. He
quickly gets his top and covers his mouth until the moment has passed.
Peter: Jesus... there’s so much dust in the air. Must be the government again... my senses tell
me its POISON! Dust released by the birds, that has the ability to watch us, just like the birds.
(Peter starts to frantically panic and runs off stage stuttering and moaning about the birds,
the government and the dust)
Transition
The blocks stay in the same position as the previous scene. The only change is a lighting cue.
Alice will nod to the lighting box from her position on block 4 and the warm wash centre
stage will fade down and a box lighting special will appear centre stage.

Scene Five, Please box me in.
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Ensemble are scattered across the space, however no one occupies the space lit by the square
spot. Each member is doing a different action of escape. The premise for this scene is that the
world is so surveyed that peoples only access to privacy is through these boxes, where they
are able to do actions that they wouldn’t want to if they were being watched. Therefore
members of the ensemble are performing actions such as drinking, smoking, reading, praying
etc. The voice over is spoken by Zara on a microphone which is behind the curtain. She
speaks in a clinical voice. Techno music plays until James and Shauna enter the box.
Voice over: Your time is up, please exit the box.
Ensemble climb out of their boxes, and take their seats on the blocks on their side of the
stage. James enters from downstage left, Shauna enters downstage left. They walk to centre
stage, one on the left and one on the right, they do not yet enter the box light.
Voice over: You are entering the escape box complex. Please insert your card. Please insert
your pin. (pre-recorded sound of card machine, four beeping noises).Please select the
duration of your escape. (Another four beeping noises).You have selected a 2-minute escape
for £75, please confirm. (Shauna mimes confirming on the machine). Approved. You may
now enter your escape. You have selected a 1-minute escape for £50, please confirm. (James
mimes confirming on the card machine). Card denied. Insufficient funds. Please try again.
Please insert your card and try again. Please try again. (James becomes increasingly more
frustrated, he turns around and sees Shauna, who takes pity on him and allows him to enter
the box with her)For the perfect escape, please leave all technology and further surveillance
materials outside the box. (both characters enter the box)
Although the box is an extremely confined space, Shauna tries to keep her distance from this
stranger. The escape box complex offers an opportunity for individuals to escape the
surveillance dominated society, for a sense of privacy, and yet there are now two strangers in
the same box. Shauna is huddled up in the corner of the box, with her head facing the tunnel
as she is avoiding eye contact with James. James is sitting in a relaxed position. He takes an
over exaggerated exhale - a sigh of relief now he is in the box. Shauna begins to panic, taking
quick, short breaths - she paid for an opportunity to be alone, to express her emotions
without being watched, yet this privacy is now disrupted. James attempts to comfort her,
placing his hand on her shoulder, however he quickly realises that this was inappropriate
and removes his hand. Shauna notices this and grabs it back and places his hand back on her
shoulder. Maybe sharing this space is not so bad, maybe they both feel the same pain. James
turns to face Shauna, inviting her to play Rock, Paper, Scissors. Thinking this is a strange
idea, she accepts his invitation but keeps herself reserved. They play one round and she wins,
he laughs. Both characters turn to face the audience. James moves his shoulder, inviting
Shauna to rest her head. Very awkwardly, she slowly tilts her head towards his shoulder.
Voice over: Your time is up. Please exit the box. Both characters pause, she didn’t have time
to place her head on his shoulder. They both sigh in frustration. All they wanted was one
more minute before going back out there.
Voice over: Your time is up. Please exit the box. Both characters hesitate slightly, the
instruction is repeated, significantly louder. Your time is up. Please exit the box. Both
characters glance at one another, sharing a look of despair.
Voice over: Your time is up. Please exit the box. The announcement is much louder this time.
With a look of disappointment, Shauna jumps up, leaving James in the box. He glances up at
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her and slowly stands up, exiting the box. He stares at the space where she left, wondering if
she would ever come back, and how she feels going back out into the surveillance dominated
world.

Transition
The one box is moved during the transition. Erica sits on block 6. Alice once again nods to
the lighting box from her seat on block 4, which cues the lighting change. The box light
special fades down. The back and side lights fade up.

Scene Six, You’ve heard that before.
Seven members of the ensemble are seated on the boxes. Erica is seated on the box centre
stage, crossed legged. The remaining cast stand in the tunnel.
Erica: Did you ever hear the expression: that someone can’t see past the end of their nose?
I’ve often thought about what that means. I take it to mean that someone’s so preoccupied in
what’s directly in front of them that they don’t stop to take in the larger picture. I suppose it
could also mean that they're self-obsessed. But I think a disregard or lack of awareness of the
larger picture summarises it better. In fact, now I think about it, it’s the opposite of selfobsessed, because they’re directly thinking about what’s right in front of them, rather than
themselves. I think people have a habit of doing that, thinking about what’s right ahead,
rather than the larger picture. My right ahead? So after this, I need to help clean up and put
everything away, I want to go home and get changed, then go for a celebratory drink tonight.
I don’t like to fixate on the larger picture for too long, call me an ostrich if you will,
sometimes I like to focus on the end of my nose. The larger picture often comes across as
hate this, hate that. Perhaps the intention is for you to feel overwhelmed. It's all about where
you choose to focus and what you choose to see.
My bedroom is on the ground floor, which is chilly, really as our front door is shit and lets in
a massive draft. My desk is by the window, it’s a bay window, so I can see out onto the street
and sometimes when I’m bored of doing work or having my coffee in the morning I like to sit
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and watch out of the window. Nothing much really happens. Our neighbours opposite walk
their dog pretty much every day, it’s cute, a springer spaniel. I see other students on their way
to uni, or their way back and the local residents who glare down on them as lesser beings.
Sometimes as someone walks past they catch a glimpse of me behind the window. Then I feel
embarrassed, feeling as though I shouldn’t have been looking at all and stare rigidly down as
the inane reading that should have been my main focus. But then it’s quite entertaining to
watch out the window. Well entertaining may be stretching it, but it holds a certain
fascination. We all like to watch in our own way. (Ensemble slowly start to move, they pick
up their boxes and move them whilst Erica is speaking)
(Erica directly addresses members of the audience).You understand, don’t you.
You’ve been watching.
You’ve heard that before haven’t you?
You’ve been watching
All of you. Every single one.
And you’ve been watching this whole time, you’ve even got a ticket to watch. Or at least I
hope you did, or perhaps some of you just slipped in at the back, a spontaneous decision to
come and see what this is all about. You’ve sat in those seats specifically to observe, to watch
people. You’ve all had different seats and seen slightly different things. You’ve had a seat,
with a certain view.

Each member of the ensemble who moved one of the blocks is sat on it my the end of the
scene. The other three members of the ensemble stand in the tunnel. All stares directly at the
audience, observing and watching them. After 30 seconds of this watching the lights fade out
and the house lights come up.

End

